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EDITOR’S WELCOME

“Hello fellow ELAMites and
w e l c o m e t o o u r fi n a l
Progression of 2012.
“As I reflect back over the
year I can honestly say that
I’ve had a blast from a biking
perspective. A few of us went
to Cadwell earlier in the year to
practice our riding skills in a safe, off-road location, with
expert tuition from Hopp Rider Training. ELAM also ran
it’s annual Folembray trip which is a very similar circuit
based road training day. We have some more details in
this edition about the 2013 trip, so if you are interested
then why not ask Santa nicely if he could fund part of it
for you!
“In the Summer the deputy sub-editor and I went to
Wales to stay at the Bikers’ Retreat. Unfortunately we
couldn’t link up with the other ELAMites who were there
on the following weekend, but this didn’t stop us from
having a great time. The Welsh roads really are superb,
and Tiv and Nigel were very welcoming hosts. I’m sure
a few people will be heading back there next year, so
watch the forum or Progression for more details.
“And my biking fun was finished off nicely by a trip to the
motocross track in November. See the full report later in
this edition.
“I must confess that I haven’t been out on my bike for a
few months now. I’m not as hardy as the Chairman, he

“You may also notice that in the calendar we have added
placeholders for both full members and all abilities social
rides in 2013.

These rides can only go ahead if full

members volunteer their time to lead the ride.
“On current form I think Nigel Servini is going to be a
very busy boy, because he has led most social rides in
2012. I for one hate going through wet, dirty fords, so I
will certainly volunteer to save you from that by leading a
few more in 2013!!
“If you would like to help, but are still a bit nervous about
leading a ride then why not have a chat to some of our
ride leader veterans for ideas for locations, or for some
calming words... It’s really not that bad, in fact it’s great
fun being at the front.
“And whilst we are talking about contributing to ELAM, I
am always keen to receive more articles for Progression.
If you like reading the magazine then perhaps give a little
thought to how it gets created.

Without contributions

from our members we wouldn’t have Progression. If
you’ve never contributed but would like to then please
just drop me an email and we can work with each other
to pull something together. Perhaps some of you have
had an equally good year as me and would like to tell us
about it?
“That’s it from me for 2012. I hope you’ve had a great
biking year, and as always, I look forward to seeing you
on a social ride or social evening in 2013.”

rides through anything! If you are at a loose end on
Boxing Day, then why not join him in a Christmas jaunt.
More details are available on the Forum.
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Charlie Osborne

VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
“Welcome to our end
of year edition of
Progression, and as
usual we’ve had a
busy 2012.

you want to get more involved in the club and play a part
in helping behind the scenes, please do not hesitate to

“ELAM has had a
record number of test

Winter hack, a
1997 Aprilia

passes, so the group is

650. The Tiger

obviously doing
something right. However

is now well
tucked away

we do not want to neglect our full members and you will
note on our calendar that there are two dates set aside

under the cover
and will remain

for a full members social ride in January and February

there for most

2013.
“We have approximately 90 full members and I ask that

of the winter
whilst my one

each of you give some consideration to leading a social
ride. Like myself, the majority of you ride all year, and

lunger chuggs back and forth to work. Well that’s the
plan anyway, I’ll have to wait and see if the Italian

contact me.
“Finally I decided to spend a few bob before Christmas
and get myself a

have the experience and the kit to plough on

electrics hold out.

through the darkest days with the
expectation of warmer, longer days to
come.
“So you will need to think of a
destination, a café or inviting pub at
the end is a must, look for some
interesting roads and then hope for

“Oh yes, one last thing - The Forum. You
should all now be able to access it and

“..I ask that each of
you give some
consideration to leading
a social ride..”

temperatures above freezing. OK, the
weather is out of our hands, but the rest

have set up your password etc. Don’t
forget your Logon is your first name
followed by your last name e.g. Joe
Bloggs, and you password is your six
digit IAM membership number. I hope to
see more of you on there in 2013.

we can control.

“On behalf of all of us on the committee, Merry

“Our AGM will be upon us soon, as per previous years
we will hold it in March at Eton Manor Rugby Club. We
are always looking for full members to join our
committee, I do expect some vacancies to arise, so if

Christmas and a Happy New Year.”

- Brian Dunne
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NEWBIES...

NEW MEMBERS
Jacqui Barnard

Ian Crawford

Steve Lintern

Alex Howden

Chris Gossop

Steve Saffer

Anthony Blomet

NEW OBSERVERS
Borinie Mitchell

Phil Barnard

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves them
contact me at:

progression@elam.org.uk
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Dear Santa,
For Christmas I would like my wife/husband/girlfriend/
boyfriend/partner* to allow me to attend Folembray next
year.
The trip is taking place over the 1st weekend of August
(which happens to be a Bank Holiday weekend so I won’t
have to take Monday off work), with the CIRCUIT BASED
ROAD TRAINING DAY taking place on the Sunday.
Not only that, but this year we are staying at a new posh
hotel. It is by a lake and has a golf course and tennis
courts and spa and we won’t have to walk miles to the car
park and fall up stairs and break ankles and stuff. That also
means that there is no need to buy tickets and all queue up
waiting to get out and over heat.
Please can you get them to let me pay the £100 deposit that
will secure my place? Or, better still perhaps they can get it
as my Xmas present. It means that only another £199 will
need to be paid 6-weeks before departure.
Yours hopefully,
ELAM member
* delete as required
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FOLEMBRAY 2013
The ELAM pre-sale is now open! If you have always
wanted to improve your skills in a safe, controlled area

There is a limit of 60 people on the trip and we have
already had more than 12 people express an interest to

and enjoy a weekend of fun with great company and

attend as a result of last year, so book quickly to avoid

fine cuisine then this is the event for you.

disappointment!

ELAM have exclusive use of a circuit in Folembray, North
West France for the day. In the morning you will be doing

The package is:
• Return ferry crossing Dover/Calais - travel out on

exercises with your coach, aimed at improving your

Saturday 3rd August, and back home on Monday 5th

cornering skills and confidence on your machine. In the
afternoon there will be an open pit-lane, but for 15 minutes

August (which is a Bank Holiday!)
• Guides from Calais to the hotel
• 2-nights accommodation in the Hotel du Golf on a
shared room with Bed and breakfast basis.
Single

of every hour the circuit is for the exclusive use of the
novices and more cautious riders. At all times there are
coaches on circuit ensuring rules are adhered to and
should these be broken the miscreant faces the loss of
track time and may even be banned for the rest of the day.
There is no need to have zip together leathers or helmets
with a certain CE marking, as this is a CIRCUIT BASED
ROAD SKILLS TRAINING DAY.
As long as your
equipment is road legal it is acceptable. That means
textiles are ok too.

Whilst there is a noise limit at the

circuit it goes without saying that none of us have really
load race cans. Do we?!

rooms are available at a supplement
• Exclusive use of the circuit on Sunday 4th August
• Guide from the hotel to the Circuit du Folembray
• Pre-event safety briefing courtesy of our friends at
EuroTraX
• Coaching in mini-groups of 4 riders in the morning (20
minutes in every hour)
• Option of 1 – 2 – 1 coaching in the afternoon with any of
the coaches
• Celebration dinner at the hotel on the Sunday night (cost
of about £30).
• Cost for the weekend = £299.00.

The day, nay the weekend, is all about fun and learning in a
safe environment. On the Sunday night the hotel will host
a celebration dinner where you can swap tales of daring do
with your fellow attendees, and you may win one of our
coveted awards.
It could be anything from the now
infamous “Brown Trouser Moment of the Day” to the much

To express an interest and receive a booking form please
send an e-mail to: Folembray2012@beckett50.co.uk
putting “Folembray 2013” in the subject line.
You will receive a EuroTraX booking form that will need to

sought after “Mr (or Mrs) Smooth”.

be completed and returned with a holding deposit of £100.
The balance is payable 6-weeks prior to departure. Please

This year we are staying at the Hotel du Golf just outside

note that the booking form is a standard form so ignore the

Laon. Whilst the cost is slightly more than in previous
years the hotel is of a far higher standard than the Ibis in

stuff about clothing, need to see licenses etc.

St. Quentin. The hotel is set in its own grounds next to a

Look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at this
wonderful event that is great value for money.

lake with Spa facilities, golf course, swimming pool and
tennis courts to boot. The car-park is on the same level as
the hotel and is adjacent to it too, so no slogging through
the town square with bags etc.

Exclusivity is for a short time only before we open the
invitation to other groups, so get in quickly.

Coaching will be provided by ELAM selected coaches and
will be of the highest standard. Group A will once again

Go on, you know you want to...

have a guest coach – just who is subject to confirmation.
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RIDE REPORT

Remembrance Sunday ride to Baldock 11th November 2012
Led by Nigel Servini
Report by Dave Bussell
I awoke at 7.30 and remembered bike too dirty. From there we pressed
with pleasurable anticipation that on to Kettle Green, and just beyond,
today was our ride to Baldock in we had to negotiate the second ford,
Hertfordshire.

which was quite a bit deeper, so,
although I took it even slower than the

Wondering what the weather was like, first, my attempt to keep the bike
I ambled over to the window and clean failed!
looked out, to be confronted by a frost Incidentally, Nigel took some photos
covered lawn, but on looking up I saw of us coming through the fords, and
a cloudless blue sky, so it looked even a very brief video. It was actually
promising for a nice ride.
very brief, if you blinked, you would
After a hasty breakfast, I set off for the miss it.
meet at the Chingford Macdonalds From there we rode on towards
and encountered a few icy patches on Ardeley, but stopped en-route at
the way, but managed to stay upright, eleven o’clock to observe the two
and arrived safely in good time at minutes silence, in respect for those
around 8.45, to be greeted warmly by who have sacrificed their lives in so
other early birds.

many conflicts around the world.

Soon, more riders began to arrive, We then carried on to our destination,
including a few new faces, whom Baldock and there we enjoyed a social
it was nice to meet, making a final get together for refreshments at the
total of nine, a nice compact little White Horse. The weather so far had
group.

been perfect, with clear blue skies,

We were ready to move off around and, we hoped, would continue to be
9.30, but not before a short talk by so.
Nigel regarding, Safety, Riding your Our return journey was, of course,
own Ride, explaining the ‘drop-off quicker, but still as enjoyable as the
system’, and making the Tail-End outward, travelling via the A505 and
Charlie, Geoff, known to us.
B656 Codicot Road.
So, off we go, under a still perfect blue Along that route, Nigel found us
sky, the roads drying by the minute, another ford to negotiate, but he was
for the open road!
quite disappointed that it was dry. We
We make our progress through Ongar, then rode the B653 and the A414 to
White Roding, Hallingbury, Spellbrook, Newgate Street, ending our enjoyable
and then, just after Matching Green, ride on the A10, where we said our
we encountered our first ford.
goodbyes.
I managed to take it slowly, this first
one isn’t very deep, but I still took it
very slowly, I didn’t want to get the
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RIDE REPORT

All in all, we’d had a great ride, with
b r i l l i a n t w e a t h e r, a n d , j u s t a s
important, in good company.
It was an interesting, and varied ride,
covering around a hundred miles of all
types of roads, lanes, and conditions.
We rode over loose gravel, mud, wet
leaves, plenty of ‘twisties’, and even
’whoop de doo’ over a hump-back
b r i d g e . We e n c o u n t e re d m a n y
cyclists, and even horses.
A very successful day, I am sure all
will join with me in thanking Nigel for
arranging it, also our thanks to our
‘Tail-End charlie’, Geoff.

Dave
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NATIONAL OBSERVER TRAINING WEEKEND
- Paul Gardner

During September 2012 the call went out for
observers, experienced in training, and in between
(me), to attend a National Observer Training weekend.
The base for the course was to be the Victorian style
Metropole Hotel in the centre of the spa town of
Llandrindod Wells, in Wales.
I “volunteered” after a little persuading from Andrew
Beckett, and was allocated a reserve place, with a good
chance of getting a place, which indeed came to fruition.
So on Friday morning, 12th October I met up with three
other lucky observers for the ride to Wales.

We were

going to avoid the motorways and make a day of it.
Steve Silcocks had planned a route and at about 11am
we set off from Mimms Hall Services with the sun sort of
shining, and the roads dry.
The aim of the course was to raise the level of proficiency
of observers in all regions. The objectives were to:• Raise the awareness of the skills and requirements of
an Observer
• Explain the methodology for briefing and debriefing
• Ensure that riding skills are at the highest level
• To encourage a uniform standard of observing and
riding proficiency throughout the IAM.
We arrived at the hotel at about 5pm after an enjoyable
and incident free ride up, enjoying the roads and scenery
(raised vision and peripherally of course).
Dinner at 19.30hrs prompt was followed by an initial
welcome and briefing in the conference hall. After this our
teams of 3 for the duration of the course, (1 senior and 2

cleverly done, showing how to deal with a less than cooperative associate. An open discussion on the subject
followed.
The timetable was very tight and the on road practical
training part of the day then got underway, with each
observer giving a test standard demo ride to their
respective senior so that he could offer feedback and
gauge ability.
This was followed by my senior riding with faults that we
were to observe and debrief. I found this the most testing
part of the course as some of the faults were very subtle.
We also acted out some role play as part of our day.
A very valuable and interesting day with lots of useful
feedback from my senior, and fellow observer.
Sunday morning saw the bikes in the car park covered in
ice. After some thaw time role play, we decided to brave
the conditions which varied from thick fog in the valleys to
bright sunshine on the hills. A very testing few hours,
culminating in another demo ride to our senior.
At 12am we were back at the hotel for a final report and
end of course debrief and feedback session.
The whole weekend was expertly organised and ran like
clockwork to a very busy schedule. A very enjoyable and
enlightening weekend, with lots of useful information on
offer. The already high bar set by ELAM observers must
be even higher now as a total of 5 of our observers, and 1
senior attended.
- Paul Gardner.

observers) were drawn to ensure random pairings. No
observers from the same group would be teamed
together.
My senior was a very knowledgeable guy named Steve.
We spent about 2 hours discussing what we all wanted to
gain from the course, and discovering what was to come.
The overall ethos was that of an enjoyable learning
experience.
After a good night’s sleep and a hearty breakfast we all
met for a talk on brief and debrief methodology, the main
part of which was a very amusing role play, acted out by 2
of the senior members of the training team. This was very
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THE IAM IS CHANGING
- Andrew Beckett

It’s been a busy 8-months for me with regard to the
IAM. I’ve not only attended the 3 National Observer
Training Weekends in Wales – about which I wrote in
the last edition of Progression – but also visited the
Annual Conference in Warwick.
Perhaps the most interesting factoids that came out of the
Conference was that the average annual distance covered
by a motorcycle is only 586 miles; and the most common
time for an accident is on a Sunday between 15.00 and
16.00, no doubt when all those low mileage riders are
riding home having spent the day posing at some biker
meet!!
There was talk of modular training being offered, as well as
an ‘open forum’ session about what we (as bikers) want to
see from the IAM.
Many and varied ideas were put
forward, not the least of which was our own figurehead
and louder lobbying for the use of bus-lanes on a national
basis. All interesting stuff and I came away feeling the IAM
is at last listening to and engaging with the Membership.
It is also changing the way it trains... Five years ago ELAM
introduced an Observer Training Team whose task was to
ensure that our Observers were regularly mentored,
received ‘professional development’ and that standards
were improved. In addition, a defined training path was
introduced that would take a Full Member from trainee to
qualified status in a clearly defined manner, ensuring that
standards of coaching were similar across the board.

by a Group to hold a training day/weekend that covers a
specific area of Observing; that can be anything from the
initial brief through to recognising the cause of an issue
with a rider and treating the cause rather than the
symptom.
In addition some members of the RTT will be able to
mentor/coach riders to Master standard.
The Master
standard of riding is the highest civilian riding qualification
that it is possible to attain. It is replacing what was
previously known as the ‘Special Assessment’. In essence
the Masters is the Police Class 1 test but to speed limits.
Think it sounds easy? Trust me when I tell you that it isn’t;
not only because it is conducted on unfamiliar roads, but
also the criteria is so intrinsically interlinked that a small
error in one area of the ride can impact on the points
awarded in another area. There is also a test on the
Highway Code as well as Roadcraft! In order to gain
Master standard you need to achieve over 80%. The cost
for this test, which conducted by an IAM staff examiner?
A mere £269!! Oh, and the qualification is only valid for 5years!
What will be of interest to our Members that want a new
challenge is the IAM F1rst rider certificate. This has been
introduced for those who want to improve their ride and
pass another test. The standard required is – obviously –

Many groups did a similar thing, but as a whole the IAM

above that of the IAM test pass and the test is conducted
by a Staff Examiner.

was rather disjointed. The National Observer Weekends in
Wales were an initial effort to rectify this recognised

What does all this have to do with ELAM?

shortfall in ability and to get an even standard across the
country.
This standard is now cast in stone thanks to the I.M.I.
recognised Observer Qualification. The inaugural recipient
of the qualification received his award at the Conference.
In addition the IAM has also recognised that some groups
need more help than others.
To that end they have
formally created Regional Training Teams (RTTs).

These

teams will fulfil a number of functions. Their prime role is
to coach observers from groups and ensure that the
message is being delivered in a professional manner, using
correct terminology and methodology. This can either take
the form of organising training days/weekends where

Well, the Region 7 RTT has just been formed with 3 core
members, whose remit is to expand the team to about 19.
I was honoured to be selected as one of the core members
and also given the ability to coach riders to Master
Standard, having recently done by Special Assessment.
I would strongly recommend any member that wants a
fresh challenge and up their riding to consider the F1rst
qualification. Full details can be found on the IAM website.
If you want to discuss it in more detail please don’t
hesitate to contact me.
- Andrew Beckett

groups in the region are invited to attend, or being invited
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PRODUCT REVIEW - UNDER ARMOUR
by Nigel Servini

your trousers up and pulling the front of the Under
Armour down. This is not a problem in Summer
but in the winter it might be a “little” problem!!

Having read Marek’s interesting article on his
Aerostitch road craft suit at $800 + import tax,
flight and hotel I thought I would go in the
opposite direction cost wise, paying only £32
for and undergarment (not Ann Summers!).

I’m not sure if this product would work under
leathers but can see no reason why not.
If
anyone else has tested this then please let the
group know.

Last year I went on a little trip to France, but
unlike the cool weather in this country it was the
exact opposite, well up in the 30’s. Because of
the heat, and with all the regular motorcycle kit on
you do tend to sweat a lot (or perspire if you’re a
lady).

- Nigel

This did cause quite a scary moment for me
because as I came to a stop I realised that my
textile trousers had stuck fast to my legs and
trying to get my feet down on the black stuff was
almost impossible plus the added problem of
having short legs and a tall bike didn’t help. The
gaps I had to leave whilst traveling in traffic was
ridiculous, just so I didn‘t have to stop.
So when I got home it was straight on the GS’ers
forum and I was told about Under Armour. This
is not an armoured product, but basically very
tight shiny leggings, which somehow through
clever technology stops your gear sticking to you
and keeps you cool in summer (tested and it
works) and warm in winter (tested, you need
thermals).
Now being vertically challenged and slightly
overweight they are not the most flattering as I
found out the first time I tried them on. My wife
saw them and it took me about an hour to stop
her laughing! So if you’re looking for something
sexy this is not the product, unless you are young
and have a good figure, but for biking they do the
business and I highly recommend them.
The only problem is they are skin tight and they
do not have a “man flap” but rather some strange
double layered pouch in the front. I can’t make
out what it is - maybe to keep drugs or similar
illegal contraband? So it’s a matter of opening

Fancy new piece of kit? Write a report and post it to me at:
progression@elam.org.uk
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RIDER PROFILE
by Alex Howden

After a childhood of being an avid follower of
motorcycle racing (I’m showing my age here but this
started with following the likes of Barry Sheene up to
the GP’s involving Kevin Schwanz et al), I was itching
to get on a bike the moment I hit 16.

escaped serious injury and my time on the Superdream
was cut short when it was stolen outside a curry house
in Barking!

At university, I had a brief stint on a TZR before making a
longer term purchase of a GPZ 500, as well as getting a
I’d been washing cars every weekend for three years, haircut. This was a fantastic bike and I did many a trip on
and had saved up enough money for a Suzuki TS 50 X it (two-up!) including several trips to Wales, Cornwall and
which became my pride and joy for the next year. The a fantastic tour down to the Austrian Alps, taking in
CBT, which had only just been introduced, was
various German beer festivals along the way. I moved to
pretty basic in those days – I remember
Bergen in Norway in 1999 and unfortunately the
having to push the bike the 1 mile to the
import tax for the GPZ was over double what I
test centre and then performing some
paid for it and sadly the bike had to be sold
“...who quite
simple manoeuvres before
w h i c h , f o r o n e re a s o n o r a n o t h e r,
rightly suggested that
demonstrating that I could ride the
precipitated an 11 year break from
thing on the road. Having passed the
motorcycling.
rather than the bikes, it
CBT, I got fully kitted out with a set of
was much more likely
During my time in Hong Kong I did some
leathers, and routinely embarrassed
that
I
was
the
off-road
days which reawakened my
myself on the final hill on the way to
appetite
for
biking and as soon as we
problem...”
school in Upminster, where I discovered
returned
to
England
I signed up for a refresher
that the “traffic light grand prix” often
course
and
after
a
more
protracted discussion
resulted in my under-powered bike being
with
my
wife
than
expected,
I got myself a 2004
overtaken by cyclists at the foot of the hill!
1200
GS.
With
hindsight
this
was
probably the wrong
Thank God that no-one from school ever saw that...
bike to get as I found that the decade-long break had left
Within two weeks of my 17th birthday, I was ready to me with much less confidence on a bike than I
take the full test, which I duly passed and immediately remembered, and I wasted a fair bit of time and money
upgraded (if you can call it that) my bike to a Honda changing bikes (first the GS, then an BMW 800r which
250cc Superdream. By this time I was also sporting a got stolen and then a Honda Transalp) trying to find a
good deal of comedy long hair (see photo) and bike that I felt handled properly.
thoroughly enjoying riding. It was at this time that I had
my first lesson in respecting the dangers of riding when I Eventually, I had a chat with the owner of the BMW
came off on some loose gravel on a very familiar country dealership who quite rightly suggested that rather than
road that had just been resurfaced. Fortunately I the bikes, it was much more likely that I was the problem
and he strongly recommended I look into joining the IAM
and participate in some advanced training. The rest, as
they say, is history and I made contact with ELAM and
found an extremely friendly and supportive bunch of
observers and members who have between them totally
transformed both my approach to and enjoyment of
riding.
As my confidence improved, much to the chagrin of our
Chairman, I went out and bought another “Tractor” (i.e. a
new 1200 GS) which I am thoroughly enjoying (I
particularly enjoyed this year’s trip to Folembray) and
upon which I recently passed my IAM test. With a young
family at home, the structure, friendly support and
excellent training at ELAM has made me (and my wife)
much more comfortable about continuing to pursue my
passion for bikes, as well as enabling me to get much
more enjoyment and continued learning than I expected.
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IAM ADVANCED
RIDER PERFORMANCE
At the University of Nottingham, MotorcycleSim has
been designed and built with the main aim of
conducting human factors research.

anticipate a variety of hazards and respond
accordingly. IAM riders also performed better in rural
situations. They were quickest through the bends, and
generally rode in a more defensive position closer to
The simulator uses a full size Triumph Daytona 675
the centre line. IAM riders did not use their brakes as
motorcycle (kindly supplied by Triumph Motorcycles).
much as the other riders in the 60mph zones and as
The main controls (throttle, brake lever, brake pedal,
they were already travelling slower in the 40mph zone
gear selector, clutch lever) work in a realistic
they could brake harder.
manner. MotorcycleSim uses simulation
IAM riders were generally smoother in their
software which can be used to build
riding style making better progress into,
“MotorcycleSim
interactive riding scenarios with
around and out of a variety of bends.
allows for strictly
different weather conditions, traffic,
When outside furniture was present (and
controlled experimental
cyclists, pedestrians (adults and
in particular, trees close to the roadside)
repeatability in a
children) as well as typical hazards
rider behaviour was more cautious with
laboratory setting”
such as vehicles pulling out at junctions,
slower speeds and road position
braking suddenly, etc.
surrendered.
When negotiating hazards on either left or right hand
MotorcycleSim allows for strictly controlled
bends Novice and Experienced riders both appeared
experimental repeatability in a laboratory setting as it
to respond late to the hazards and adopt road
is possible to put riders through identical scenarios
positions which left them vulnerable to oncoming
which are not possible on the road. The aim of this
traffic. Advanced riders were smoother at negotiating
research was to investigate the differences in rider
the hazards and appeared to be able to ride ‘through’
performance according to different levels of training
the bends by preparing for the next bend earlier than
that riders have received. Three group were tested;
the Novice and Experienced riders.
• 20 Novice riders (i.e. riders who were post CBT and
In general riders tended to alter their speed before
preparing to take the standard Driving Standards
their position on bends with hazards, yet on straight
Agency (DSA) motorcycle test, or who had passed the
sections of road they were more likely to alter their
standard DSA test within the last 12 months);
position before changing their speed.
• 21 Experienced riders (i.e. riders who had passed
Experienced riders illustrated some behaviours similar
the standard DSA motorcycle test, with riding
to advanced riders (e.g. lateral variance in 60mph
experience over 3 years, but with no further training);
zones and entry speeds into bends) but also reverted
• 20 IAM-trained riders (i.e. riders who had passed
to behaviours more aligned to Novice riders (e.g.
their IAM advanced riding test in the last 3 years).
lateral variance in 40mph zones).
It would appear that Novice riders may not have yet
IAM training shows clear benefits for urban riding. In
fully developed their road awareness and perhaps
40mph zones IAM riders held better road positions to
adopted behaviours similar to advanced riders without
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IAM ADVANCED RIDER PERFORMANCE
the commensurate skills.
Experienced riders
has demonstrated clear differences between the rider
appeared to be over cautious in bends compared to
groups and potential benefits to advanced training
either the Novice or IAM-trained riders, whilst IAM
above and beyond rider experience and basic
riders showed clear advantages in their
training. Whilst experience seems to help
riding behaviour across a number of the
develop rider skills to an extent,
sub-scenarios. They were generally
advanced training appears to develop
“It has demonstrated
better able to recognise potential
deeper levels of awareness,
clear differences between
hazards and with a better initial road
perception and responsibility. It also
the rider groups and
position they did not have to alter their
appears to make riders better urban
potential benefits to
riding lines drastically. Coupled with
riders and quicker, smoother and safer
advanced training”
the hazard perception task, IAM riders
riders in rural settings.
were quicker at perceiving hazardous
situations and adopted a more responsible
You can read the full report here...
approach to hazard avoidance.
http://www.iam.org.uk/images/stories/policy-research/
This research represents one of the first systematic
13129_Stedmon_Report.pdf
motorcycle simulator studies into rider behaviour. It

The IAM has a new website dedicated for bikers
http://www.betterbiking.org.uk/
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RIDER PROFILE
by Jimmy Everett

I started riding when I was 12, when a friend let me
have a go on his RM 80.
The first time I rode it he never told me about the power
band. I was riding along thinking “this is easy”, and then
the power band cut in and you guessed it I flipped the
bike. He did say sorry when he stopped laughing.
We used to ride it up and down the canal tow paths in
east London to get to the Debris, where I would pounce a
go on any bikes I could. Yes I had a miss spent youth, but
what fun!
I joined ELAM 6 years ago for the challenge, just to see if I
could do it. A few months after
passing my advanced test I
was asked if I would like to
b e c o m e a n o b s e r v e r. I
thought what the hell if they
brave enough to train me. it
can only improve my skills
and i can give something
back. And hopefully help
others to improve their skills
and get to test standard.
After some very long and
patient training from the
senior observers and a
promise not to do wheelies
on observed rides, I passed.
I am a autodidact mechanic
(self taught). I have been
taking things apart since I
was old enough to hold a
spanner.
My mum use to bring old typewriters and
various other things home for me to take apart. I think it
was to stop me striping down the toaster!
I got my first car when i was 15, which I bought to work on
and have a sneaky drive. I have worked on all the vehicles
I have owned ever since. From my first bike at 16 a
Suzuki KR50 X1 which I fitted a new (louder) micron
exhaust. Through my courier biker, servicing them and
even rebuilding the engine on one of my CX500’s. But
the biggest learning curve was when I started racing my
FZR 400rr.
I use to get the engine taken out and rebuilt by Russell
Savoury, the Cadbury's Boost team boss. But as he got
busier with the race team and other projects he
encouraged me to do the work myself. He was very
helpful, if I got stuck I could phone him or pop down to the
workshop. On non-racing Saturday's it was more like a

club house than a workshop, with racers and mechanics
hanging around. After a couple of seasons I was
completely stripping and rebuilding the bike in the off
season.
I have just finished rebuilding the FZR again (see pictures
on the next page). It had bean standing for 10 years with
a broken fuel pump. There was not a lot wrong, it was
mainly cleaning, polishing and greasing. I did replace the
big end and main bearings as a matter of course. The rear
wheel bearings where running a bit rough so I fitted new
ones. I did fabricate a new clock and faring mount as the
old one was looking a bit second hand after being bent
and straitened several times. I used to rebuild the bike in 2
months and I could rebuild the
engine in a weekend. This
time it has taken me 6
months.
The best bit for me is when it
is finished and it fires up.
Most of the time it starts first
go but sometimes you forget
a wire or hose and once I
even forgot to put petrol in it.
The bit I enjoy doing the
most is fabricating parts
from scratch. The worst part
is having the bike in bits and
not being able to do
anything because I am
waiting for parts.
At the moment I am rebuilding
a FZR400rr road bike which was being sold for spear parts
(I do like a challenge). I have only got as far as the front
end, I have just got to paint the fork legs and I can put the
front back together. Next is the back end and then the
engine and finally the body work. If I can find the time I
might have it finished for next summer.
But If time and money was no object I would like to build a
race bike from scratch around a KTM 690 engine. But I
have also always wanted to build a kit car and fit a
ludicrously powerful engine. To get 1000 BHP per ton.
The one thing I have never fancied is building a chopper. I
like improving bikes not making them harder to ride. As
an engineering exercise I find it interesting. But if I wanted
to make things that are only nice to look at I would of
taken up painting!
- Jimmy Everett
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A BLAST FROM THE PAST
by Charlie Osborne

It’s been about ten years since I stopped racing in and so he instructed us to complete a shortened lap or
motocross, so I thought it about time to swing my leg two of the track to see if our riding skills were up to
back over the saddle and see if I could remember how scratch before being let loose on the big track.
to do it.
I’ve been wanting to get back on a motocross bike for I needn’t have worried too much, because as soon as I set
some time, I do sometimes still dream about riding... off I felt comfortable, and after a few corners I felt like I’d
leaning the bike right over in the berms around the corner, never been off the bike. Having done my two shortened
jumping high into the air. I wonder if the deputy sub editor laps I gave the thumbs up to Geoff and he gave me the
wonders what I might be dreaming about as I wriggle thumbs up back, which was my OK to proceed on to the
about in bed. Best not to think about that!
full track.
I’ve sent a few emails to the ELAM group in the past to see The track itself was still firm despite the rain, and
if there was any interest, but I’ve never had a fantastic surprisingly grippy. There are a few smaller jumps on the
response, and this time wasn’t much different I’m afraid to circuit, with lots of twisty, slower corners and then a
say. After some initial interest shown by about 6 people, straight with a big “table top” jump in the middle of it. A
and by the time I sorted out the booking, it eventually
perfect introduction for beginners just learning to ride,
came down to just Steve Outridge and I
but also challenging enough for those who have
attending.
ridden before.
I booked with a company called MX TRY
For complete beginners there is a small circuit
OUT, which is run by an old motocrosser
inside the track where one to one tuition is
“For those who have
called
Geoff
Mayes
given. One of our group had never ridden
not done motocross
(www.mxtryout.com).
He provides
before, and he was happily going round the
before I would say this is full track by the end of the morning, despite
everything that you need (bike, boots,
a very good way to try it
trousers, body armour, helmet, goggles,
the wet conditions.
gloves etc...), so all you need to do is
For
those who have not done motocross
out.”
turn up and ride. The cost was pretty
before I would say this is a very good way to
reasonable too, at £120 for a whole morning
try it out. I am going to book another session
session which lasts about 2 1/2 hours.
next year, either in the Spring or Summer, and I’ll
By the time I got round to booking the session the
let you all know the dates. It would be great to have
soonest date that was available was in November. I was some more ELAM members along.
hopeful we would get lucky with the weather and at the Next time I will book a full day and share bikes between
worst get a light shower and perhaps be a touch cold... two people. I forgot how much energy it takes to ride a
Unfortunately my hopes were dashed when the day came motocross bike, and by the end of the morning my
around and it was bl**dy freezing and bl**dy pi**ing it forearms were like rocks and I could hardly hold onto the
down!!
bike! It would be much better to spread the riding out over
Lucky for us the track we were riding on was in very good a day and have a good rest between each session whilst
condition and it could take a bit of rain, which was good, your bike sharer has their go.
because it did not stop raining all morning (see pictures!).
So, did we enjoy the day? I have to say it was the most
fun I’ve had for ages and I think Steve would agree. I love
Did this stop our fun though? Of course not!
the feeling of being able to throw the bike around, which
you cannot really do on a road bike. Falling off on a road
After a brief introduction from Geoff and his team about bike is also more painful and certainly more expensive. If
the bike and the track, we were instructed to kit up and you take a tumble on the motocross track you usually just
start up the bikes. We would all be riding Kawazaki 250cc, wipe yourself down and jump straight back on.
four stroke bikes. When I was riding, all the motocross
bikes were two strokes, so I wondered how different a four I cannot wait to go again in the New Year and I hope some
stroke would be.
of you will join me!
I also had this nagging doubt that I wouldn’t remember
how to ride it properly. This was also in Geoff’s mind too, - Charlie
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I think Steve enjoyed himself, but
I bet he slept well that night!
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IAM SENIOR OBSERVERS WEEKEND
Llandridod Wells, Wales 2012

The weekend began by meeting the big Chief (that’d be a blind sweeping left hander. On the way down, a
our observer chief whip) at the Ace Cafe at 11am for a pedestrian on the off side, was frantically waving his arms
quick cuppa before hitting the road.
up and down in a manner clearly indicating for one to
“SLOW DOWN”. Clearly chief realised that meant ONE of
The weather forecast for the day was horrendous. Weather us should slow down. I backed off. By the time I came
warnings were out for parts of the south of England and around the corner and the lake that covered the road
flood warnings for parts of Wales. Where were we came into view, chief had miraculously vanished. There
headed? Yep, you got it, Wales! Llandridod Wells to be were however two spectacular plumes of spray emerging
precise.
from the lake with a dim red glow at it’s base. Definitely no
wets necessary here. I think chief would do better with a
The roads in London were damp and the sky grey but in one-piece swimsuit. The water was at foot height as I
view of the weather report nothing looked too ominous at cautiously powered through the lake. Miraculously chief
that time. I asked the chief whether he was going to go for emerged with a still running Ducati. We know how their
wets? “Naaa”, was the response and of course chief does electrics love water.
know best!!!! Hmmmm I thought. I’m usually reluctant to
go for wets too, can’t stand ‘em and usually wait until I am Several raging road rivers and a few lakes later we arrived
absolutely certain it’s going to pelt down before I will soaked, somewhat chilled, but grinning. It had been quite
surrender to them but hmmmm I thought again. It’s a long a demanding and challenging journey but filled with loads
way on the M40 with not many options to stop before of entertaining roads and moments. Everyone should
turning off at Oxford. Hmmmm, I think I’ll go with the wets have the opportunity to ride behind chief in the wet and
this time. Unfortunately I failed to complete the suit and observe.
did not wear my glove cover mitts.
Oh yes, and we had an excellent day of coaching and
We trundled around the North Circular and onto the A40 exercises on a warm and sunny Saturday.
heading west and soon we were on the M40. The rain was
on the lighter side to start, but the road surface was very The entertainment began again on the Sunday return, in
wet and the traffic moderately heavy with plenty of the WET, with the CHIEF!!!
articulated and other heavy goods vehicles that were
throwing up so much spray, visibility was atrocious. It was - Keith Wells
wet, wet, WET!! I had to chuckle to myself as I felt beads
of water forming and then running down my fingers and
into the palm of my glove. I thought about the chief!
Phew, was I relieved that the rest of me was protected by
wets! Then it began to rain good and proper! Our chief
vanished from view as he and machine were engulfed by
wheel spray from an articulated. At that moment I was in
love with my wets. I hung back a little where visibility was
better but he seemed to be enjoying the swim and
barrelled on through the spray.
We parted ways with the M40 at Oxford and continued
onto the A44 before finding a suitable place to stop for a
coffee and to refuel. Chief was a little wet to say the least.
I enquired whether he was going to suit up this time.
“What’s the point NOW”, he responded with a smile as
sheets of water pelted down all around us.
What a fantastic road the A44 is and even with the
extremely wet conditions we were both enjoying the twists
and a turns, climbs and descents of the wet Welsh
countryside. At times, water flowed across the road. We
emerged over the brow of a hill descending steeply toward
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CONTRIBUTORS
ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its members and associates. Thanks
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.

Jimmy Everett

Let’s push things forward...

Paul Gardner

Keith Wells

Nigel Servini

Dave Bussell

Alex Ryder

Want to contribute to ELAM?
progression@elam.org.uk
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UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

Tuesday 8th
Club Night

Saturday 2nd
Saturday Course A13
Observed Ride

Saturday 2nd
Saturday Course A13
Observed Ride

Saturday 12th
Full Members Ride

Saturday 2nd
All Abilities Social Ride

Sunday 3rd
Sunday Course 01/13
Observed Ride

Sunday 13th
Machine Control Day

Sunday 3rd
Sunday Course 01/13
Observed Ride

Tuesday 5th
ELAM AGM

Wednesday 16th
Committee Meeting

Sunday 10th
Full Members Ride

Sunday 10th
Full Members Ride

Thursday 17th
Theory Night

Thursday 14th
Theory Night

Saturday 16th
Saturday Course A13
Observed Ride

Saturday 19th
Saturday Course A13
Observed Ride

Saturday 16th
Saturday Course A13
Observed Ride

Sunday 17th
Sunday Course 01/13
Observed Ride

Sunday 23rd
Sunday course 01/13
Observed Ride

Sunday 17th
Sunday Course 01/13
Observed Ride

Wednesday 20th
Committee Meeting

Sunday 27th
All Abilities Social Ride

Wednesday 20th
Committee Meeting

Saturday 23rd
All Abilities Social Ride

Thursday 31st
Theory Night

Sunday 24th
All Abilities Social Ride

Sunday 31st
Full Members Ride

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar as
placeholders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead the ride
for it to go ahead. Please look at the forum for more details closer to the
date of each ride.

http://www.elam.org.uk/cgi-bin/calendar.pl
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Venues
Club Nights - Eton Manor RFC, Nutter
Lane, Wanstead, E11 2JA
A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites,
have fun and even learn something!
Starts at 19.30
Contribution of £1 towards cost of venue.

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall,
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS
Mandatory training for new associates.
Starts at 19.30
Snacks and drinks available for a small
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome,
NOrth Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA
Essential machine control techniques for new
associates and members who need a refresh.
Starts at 9.00
Hot drinks provided by Paul Gillett for a small
fee.
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VIEW FROM
THE BACK

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS
For all associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their
allocated observer, you should contact the following Senior Observers to
arrange a Check Test.
Claire Beckett

claire.beckett@elam.org.uk

Andrew Beckett

andrew.beckett@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett

paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski

marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

Mike Stewardson

mike.stewardson@elam.org.uk

ELAM
Through its affiliation to the
Institute of Advanced Motorists,
ELAM is able to offer a quick,
simple, all inclusive package that
provides you with everything you
need to become an advanced
motorcyclist.

We like to think that ELAM is
different. That's why we all
belong to it and why we're so
enthusiastic about it.
We don't mind what bike you ride
or whether you're a courier or a
stock broker, our motto is,
"it's not what you ride, it's the
way you ride it that matters".
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Please help support
ELAM by contributing to
progression
progression@elam.org.uk

